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Republic to make republicanism as conservative and respect-
able in the old world as the United States had made it in the
new. The 'Conservative Republic5 of Thiers which crushed
the Commune of Paris, the 'Republic of the Dukes' which
succeeded it and devised so conservative a parliamentary
regime, combined with the 'Opportunist' republicanism of a
tamed Gambetta to transform the whole meaning of the word.
For these reasons, the Third Republic was quite unlike either
of its predecessors: and the Fourth was predestined to bear so
close a resemblance to the Third. For after 1870 the whole
international position of France changed, as has already been
described.1
The pattern of this new and respectable republicanism was
compounded of three main elements. The first was a strange
combination of durability with instability. Whereas the First
and Second Republics had been short-lived, the Third lasted a
whole lifetime. Ministerial instability was by no means an
invention of the Third Republic. It was a feature of the July
Monarchy of Louis Philippe and of the Second Empire through-
out most of its history. It was the achievement of the Third
Republic to end constitutional instability at the price of
greater ministerial instability. The penalty of keeping the
same formal regime for seventy years was a constant tension
and mobility in parliamentary politics. The famous 'Hundred
Ministries' became .almost as notorious as the sTwo Hundred
Families': but both had almost the same continuities of "actual
personnel and a similar continuity in policy.2
The second element was a combination of conservative
institutions with revolutionary movements and ideas. There
were recurrent demands for constitutional revision, but remark-
ably few of them ever materialized. It was as if the most
dynamic movements in the nation were for ever straining at the
leash, finding so little opportunity to achieve far-reaching
reforms within the conservative regime that they sought, if no
*p. 134 above.
2 For a spirited and ingenious discussion of this continuity, and a
vigorous defence of the-Third Republic, see Maurice Reclus: Grandeur
de la Troisitme de Gambetta a Poincarf (1948).

